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ABSTRACT
The response of atmospheric heat transport to anthropogenic warming is determined by the anomalous
meridional energy gradient. Feedback analysis offers a characterization of that gradient and hence reveals
how uncertainty in physical processes may translate into uncertainty in the circulation response. However,
individual feedbacks do not act in isolation. Anomalies associated with one feedbackmay be compensated by
another, as is the case for the positive water vapor and negative lapse rate feedbacks in the tropics. Here a set
of idealized experiments are performed in an aquaplanet model to evaluate the coupling between the surface
albedo feedback and other feedbacks, including the impact on atmospheric heat transport. In the tropics, the
dynamical response manifests as changes in the intensity and structure of the overturning Hadley circulation.
Only half of the range of Hadley cell weakening exhibited in these experiments is found to be attributable to
imposed, systematic variations in the surface albedo feedback. Changes in extratropical clouds that accom-
pany the albedo changes explain the remaining spread. The feedback-driven circulation changes are com-
pensated by eddy energy flux changes, which reduce the overall spread among experiments. These findings
have implications for the efficiency with which the climate system, including tropical circulation and the
hydrological cycle, adjusts to high-latitude feedbacks over climate states that range fromperennial or seasonal
ice to ice-free conditions in the Arctic.
1. Introduction
Climate feedbacks have long been recognized as a
key piece to understanding Earth’s climate sensitivity.
Climate sensitivity is the amount of global-mean sur-
face temperature change for a given external forcing,
typically defined as a doubling of CO2. On time scales
relevant to anthropogenic warming, feedbacks include
atmospheric processes, such as changes in clouds, water
vapor, atmospheric lapse rate, and sea ice, which in
turn either amplify or damp the climate response to a
forcing (Charney et al. 1979; Hansen et al. 1984;
Schlesinger 1985). While conventionally defined rela-
tive to the globally averaged case, these processes ex-
hibit rich spatial structures and are arguably activated
by regional rather than global-mean warming (Armour
et al. 2013). An emerging emphasis in the field of cli-
mate dynamics is to understand how the spatial pattern
of climate feedbacks controls the spatial pattern of
climate change.
In addition to amplifying or damping the climate re-
sponse, climate feedbacks exhibit two additional char-
acteristic behaviors: nonlinearities and remote impacts.
First, from a Taylor series perspective, nonlinearities
may be understood as higher-order terms in the energy
balance (Colman et al. 1997; Roe 2009). For instance,
both longwave radiative fluxes (Stefan–Boltzmann law)
and atmospheric moisture content (Clausius–Clapeyron
relation) are nonlinear functions of temperature.
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However, nonlinearities may also enter as interactions
among feedbacks, which introduce bias in the first-order
linear approximation. Second, remote impacts are a con-
sequence of positive feedbacks amplifying the local energy
balance (or negative feedbacks damping it), which the
atmosphere then accommodates by diverging and con-
verging energy flux meridionally (Feldl and Roe 2013b;
Roe et al. 2015; Zelinka and Hartmann 2012). Hence, it is
probable that regional interactions between feedbacks
affect remote climate responses in a nonlinear manner.
Perturbations to the energy balance, caused directly and
indirectly by enhanced greenhouse gas concentrations, af-
fect themeridional energy flux andmaymanifest as changes
in the strength or position of the tropical Hadley circulation
or in large-scale extratropical eddies. In a previous study,we
related changes in energy transport by the circulation to
meridional gradients in climate feedbacks, radiative forcing,
and ocean heat uptake, which provides the basis for a di-
agnostic decomposition of the response of the tropicalmean
circulation in CMIP5 simulations (Feldl and Bordoni 2016).
For the most part these effects are large and compensating.
At the level of individual feedbacks, it becomes difficult to
grasp intuitively how any single feedback affects the circu-
lation response given their interactive nature. For example,
compensation between lapse rate and water vapor feed-
backs iswell known (Bony et al. 2006;Cess 1975).Assuming
the feedbacks act in isolation, we can quantify the contri-
bution of the temperature feedback as a 5%–10%K21
weakening of the Hadley cell and of the water vapor
feedback as a 5%–10%K21 strengthening. But does that
level of specificitymatter if the net result is no change at all?
Naturally, such results are still useful for un-
derstanding uncertainty among climate change pro-
jections, and moreover any particular coupled model is
not required to cancel so neatly. Herein we present a
series of idealized modeling experiments designed to
reveal the coupling between regional climate feedbacks
at a mechanistic level. This is conceptually similar to a
perturbed physics ensemble (e.g., Sanderson et al. 2008).
In contrast to studies such as Kang et al. (2009), which
forces the high latitudes by applying an ocean heat
source and sink, or Graversen and Wang (2009), which
suppresses the surface albedo feedback, we modify the
‘‘sensitivity’’ of sea ice to warming. Specifically, we
manipulate the strength of the surface albedo feedback
in order to 1) identify compensating behavior in other
feedbacks and 2) assess the impact of the net high-
latitude feedback on the remote climate response.
2. Methods
We employ the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory (GFDL) Atmospheric Model, version 2.1 (AM2.1;
Delworth et al. 2006), in its aquaplanet configuration with
daily mean solar zenith angle. This aquaplanet model,
with a resolution of 28 latitude3 2.58 longitude, has been
used extensively by, for example, Kang et al. (2009) and
Feldl and Roe (2013b), and has appeared in model in-
tercomparison studies (Rose et al. 2014;Voigt et al. 2016).
Seasonally varying insolation corresponds tomodern-day
parameters in the control runs, except for eccentricity,
which is set to zero. The model is coupled to a slab ocean
of fixed depth (30m) with no oceanic heat transport. Sea
ice formation is enabled by introducing an ocean albedo
dependence on surface temperature; the surface albedo is
increasedwhere surface temperatures are less than 270K,
with no modifications to surface fluxes. Elsewhere, ocean
albedo remains a function of zenith angle (Taylor et al.
1996). Control CO2 concentration is 330ppm. The ice
albedoai is systematically varied (0.3, 0.4, 0.45, and 0.5) in
each CO2 quadrupling experiment to manipulate the
strength of the surface albedo feedback. The eight sim-
ulations are integrated for 40yr, with the exception of
ai5 0.5, which is run for 45yr (including 15yr of spinup),
to serve as a run from which the others are branched.
Monthly climatologies are computed from 30-yr periods.
Feedbacks are calculated using the radiative kernel
technique (Shell et al. 2008; Soden andHeld 2006; Soden
et al. 2008). Individual feedback parameters are the
product of the radiative kernel for the relevant climate
variable, Ki 5 ›R/›xi, and the climate change anomaly
Dxi normalized by the local (i.e., zonal-mean annual
mean) surface air temperature response DTs to give
units of watt per meter squared per kelvin (Wm22K21):
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where R is the net radiative flux at the top of the at-
mosphere (TOA). Note that the conventional approach
for global feedbacks is to instead normalize by the
global-mean surface warming; however, the regional
feedbacks offer a number of advantages where spatial
patterns of warming are of interest (Armour et al. 2013;
Feldl and Roe 2013a). We consider the Planck, lapse
rate, surface albedo, water vapor, and cloud feedbacks.
The Planck feedback is associated with a vertically uni-
form warming of the surface and troposphere (x 5 Ts),
the lapse rate feedback with tropospheric warming
that deviates from the vertically uniform profile (x5 T 0),
and the surface albedo feedback with changes in surface
albedo (x 5 a). For the water vapor feedback, the spe-
cific humidity anomaly [x 5 ln(q)] is divided by the
standard anomaly for a 1-K warming assuming no
change in relative humidity, to ensure consistency of
units with the kernel. The tropopause is defined from
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50hPa in the tropics to 150 hPa at the poles, varying as a
function of 100 exp[2(jfj 2 308)/608]2 for jfj . 308 lat-
itude. Finally, we compute the cloud feedback from the
change in cloud radiative effect DCRE with corrections
for cloud masking of noncloud feedbacks, following
Soden et al. (2008). Radiative kernels for this aqua-
planet setup are calculated from the 4 3 CO2, ai 5 0.5
simulation (see the appendix for details).
The sum of the energy adjustments due to individual
feedbacks, along with the radiative forcing of CO2 Rf
characterizes the anomalous atmospheric energy
balance:
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Higher-order terms account for the nonlinearity, which
is estimated as a residual. In an aquaplanet without
ocean dynamics and for equilibrium climate states,
anomalous surface fluxes are negligible. To maintain
balance, latitudes of amplified TOA radiative flux
anomalously diverge atmospheric heat flux, and those of
damped radiative flux converge atmospheric heat flux
(hereafter ‘‘heat’’ indicates column-integrated moist
static energy). Thus we can write the northward energy
flux as the zonal and meridional integral of feedbacks
and forcing and further split the total atmospheric flux
into contributions due to stationary and transient eddies
DFe and the mean meridional circulation DFHC:
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where f is latitude, l is longitude, and a is the radius of
Earth. Primes denote deviations from the global mean;
a uniform feedback term or forcing does not alter
transports.
The energy flux by the mean meridional circulation is
calculated from the zonal-mean monthly mean meridi-
onal wind and moist static energy, and hence its annual
mean includes seasonal variability in the Hadley cell. A
characteristic feature of the aquaplanet model is that,
without the zonal asymmetries associated with conti-
nents, stationary eddies do not form and cannot trans-
port momentum, heat, or moisture. In the absence of
stationary eddies, the transient eddy energy flux is cal-
culated as the difference between the total monthly at-
mospheric energy flux and the annual-mean energy flux
by the mean meridional circulation.
The mass flux cmax and energy flux can further be
related via the gross moist stability, H 5 FHC/cmax (i.e.,
the effective energy stratification of the tropics; Neelin
and Held 1987; Held 2001; Hill et al. 2015). Combining
Eq. (3) with gross moist stability and assuming small
perturbations, we arrive at the following expression for
the fractional change in mass flux by the Hadley cell:
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Integrals are as in Eq. (3). For a lengthier derivation,
see Feldl and Bordoni (2016). Changes in Hadley cell
strength are thus quantified in terms of contributions
from feedbacks, radiative forcing, atmospheric
eddies, and gross moist stability. Since we focus on
fractional changes, the response at latitudes of zero
energy flux by the Hadley circulation (i.e., the cell
edges) is ill defined. Instead, this analysis best cap-
tures the region of the streamfunction extrema. In the
following section, we perform a detailed evaluation of
changes in circulation strength for each albedo ex-
periment, following Eq. (4).
3. Results
a. Climate feedbacks and atmospheric heat transport
The four experiments, in which the albedo value is
specified but areal extent freely interactive, exhibit a
wide range of polar amplification under 4 3 CO2
(Figs. 1a,b). High-latitude surface temperature change is
5K in the low-albedo experiment (ai 5 0.3) and up to
24K in the high-albedo experiment (ai5 0.5). All of the
simulations reside in the same ice-free equilibrium cli-
mate state at 4 3 CO2, and hence differences in surface
warming reflect differences in the initial mean state. In
particular, the high-albedo experiment starts from the
coldest climatology, with year-round sea ice cover to
nearly 508 latitude, andmust warm substantially to reach
the same end point as the low-albedo experiment, which
only ever forms seasonal (not perennial) sea ice.
The different climate responses are reflected in the
different climate feedbacks among the experiments
(Fig. 1c). In the tropics, the sums of the diagnosed
feedbacks are more similar, though small differences in
positive subtropical feedbacks may have a substantial
effect on divergence of atmospheric heat flux. However,
striking differences in the feedbacks occur at high lati-
tudes: the net feedback is weakly negative (i.e., stabi-
lizing) in the high-albedo experiment and strongly
negative in the low-albedo experiment. Naïvely, one
might expect this difference to equal the magnitude of
the surface albedo feedback, since it is the surface al-
bedo that was perturbed as the experimental design.
Figure 2 shows the annual-mean, zonal-mean feed-
back parameters. The surface albedo feedback varies in
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magnitude and location, with the high-albedo experi-
ment extending the farthest equatorward (a signature of
extensive sea ice retreat) and the low-albedo feedback
being both weak and of limited areal extent. The feed-
back magnitude ranges from 0 to 1.4Wm22K21, con-
sistent with comprehensive models despite the idealized
nature of these simulations (Feldl and Bordoni 2016).
Already, we see this difference is not large enough to
account for the spread in the net feedback in Fig. 1c.
As a consequence of our feedback definition, the Planck
feedback is the same in all experiments because DTs/DTs
is unity, so this is simply the temperature kernel
[Eq. (1)]. The lapse rate feedback is positive in the high-
albedo experiments and negative in the low-albedo
experiments, which we discuss in more detail later in
the section. The well-known compensation between
water vapor and lapse rate feedbacks (Soden and Held
2006) leads to only small variability in the combined
temperature and water vapor feedback. This com-
bined feedback, not including the Planck feedback, is
neutral for the low-albedo experiment at high lati-
tudes (not shown).
The cloud feedback is the only remaining feedback
capable of contributing to the differences in net feed-
backs. Unlike the case for temperature and water vapor
feedbacks, the combined effect of surface albedo and
cloud feedbacks increases rather than decreases the
spread among the net feedback (a positive covariance).
This is evident in the high-albedo experiment having the
most positive surface albedo and net cloud feedback,
whereas the low-albedo experiment has the most nega-
tive of both feedbacks. At high latitudes, the SW cloud
feedback is negative and the LW cloud feedback is
positive, resulting from complex interactions among
clouds of different thicknesses, heights, and optical
properties (Ceppi et al. 2016; Zelinka et al. 2012).
Figure 3 shows the anomalous northward atmospheric
energy fluxes implied by the spatial patterns of feed-
backs and radiative forcing, as well as the anomalous
atmospheric eddy energy flux, following Eq. (3). The
fluxes are scaled by global-mean surface temperature
change. Positive high-latitude feedbacks produce
anomalous energy divergence and an equatorward flux
(lapse rate and surface albedo feedback), whereas pos-
itive tropical and/or negative high-latitude feedbacks
(water vapor and net cloud feedbacks) produce a pole-
ward energy flux. Feldl and Bordoni (2016) show the
same result for CMIP5. In contrast to Fig. 2, here the
Planck feedback term (in units of Wm22) does vary
among experiments because there is no cancellation by
DTs. As anticipated based on the structure of the feed-
backs (Fig. 2), the surface albedo feedback and the cloud
feedback promote opposing tendencies in atmospheric
heat flux; however, they do so in a way that adds to
rather than subtracts from the spread among feedbacks.
For instance, at 458N the spreads in the northward fluxes
implied by the surface albedo and net cloud feedbacks
are comparable, 0.06PWK21 each. Their combined
spread is then reduced to 0.08PWK21 by temperature
and water vapor feedbacks.
FIG. 1. (a) Annual-mean, zonal-mean near-surface temperature
(K) in the 1 3 CO2 (solid lines) and 4 3 CO2 (dashed lines)
climates. Note that the instantaneous temperature for sea ice for-
mation is 270K. (b) Annual-mean, zonal-mean change in near-
surface temperature (K) under 4 3 CO2 for the four aquaplanet
experiments. Surface albedo values are 0.3 (purple), 0.4 (blue), 0.45
(green), and 0.5 (yellow). Global-mean warming is indicated by the
filled squares on the right y axis. (c) Zonal-mean net feedback
(i.e., sum of linear feedbacks; Wm22 K21).
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The bottom panels of Fig. 3 show the role of transient
atmospheric eddies (stationary eddies are nonexistent in
the zonally symmetric aquaplanet) and radiative forc-
ing. The anomalous flux by eddies is poleward in all
experiments in the tropics, but the extratropics show
equatorward flux in the high-albedo simulations, con-
sistent with anomalous divergence from the sea ice
margin. In not prescribing ocean heat flux divergence,
the atmosphere bears the full brunt of transporting heat
meridionally. We anticipate the eddy heat flux to be an
overestimate compared to coupled atmosphere–ocean
models. The notable increase in eddy energy flux in the
subtropics is dominated by an increase in latent heat
flux, which would occur given the atmospheric moist-
ening on eddy time scales, irrespective of changes in
eddy velocities. Finally, our choice of radiative forcing
estimate contributes anomalous divergence from the
tropics and poleward heat flux, consistent with Huang
and Zhang (2014), which we discuss in more detail in
section 4.
To evaluate the impact of the coupled climate feed-
backs on the strength of the mean meridional atmo-
spheric circulation, it is first helpful to understand the
climatological mass and energy fluxes in the aquaplanet
simulations. Figure 4a shows themass flux by theHadley
circulation cmax in the 13CO2 (solid lines) and 43CO2
FIG. 2. Annual-mean, zonal-mean regional feedbacks (Wm22 K21) for the four aquaplanet experiments. Simulations are color coded as in
the legend of Fig. 1. See Feldl and Bordoni (2016) for the CMIP5 version of this figure.
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(dashed lines) climates. The peakmass flux occurs in the
subtropics, and the poleward edges of the Hadley cells
are indicated by the latitudes of zero mass flux (near 308
latitude). The high-albedo experiment has the strongest
mean tropical circulation and also weakens most. The
Hadley cell does expand under increased CO2, consis-
tent with theory and modeling (Held and Hou 1980;
Korty and Schneider 2008; Levine and Schneider 2015;
Lu et al. 2007); however, the widening is the same in all
four experiments (28 latitude). Hence, the experimental
setup induces variability in strength but not position of
the Hadley cell. The intertropical convergence zone
(ITCZ) remains at the equator in the annual mean,
consistent with the hemispherically symmetric model
configuration. The northward energy flux by the mean
meridional circulation FHC is shown in solid lines in
Fig. 4b.
Following Eq. (4), the fractional changes in circula-
tion strength are calculated as the ratio of anomalous
fluxes in Fig. 3 to the climatological energy flux in Fig. 4b
FIG. 3. Anomalous northward atmospheric energy fluxes, integrated from the South to the
North Pole. Each experiment is normalized by its global-mean surface temperature change
(PWK21). Simulations are color coded as in the legend of Fig. 1.
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(solid lines). Results are averaged over the subtropical
latitudes where the Hadley cell, along with its changes,
maximizes. Figure 5a shows the circulation changes as-
sociated with feedbacks, radiative forcing, gross moist
stability, and atmospheric transient eddies. Total de-
creases (Fig. 5a, leftmost column) range from 1.1% to
1.9%K21, with the high-albedo experiment exhibiting
the largest changes in Hadley cell strength. The greatest
contributors to the circulation changes are feedbacks
(net strengthening tendency) and eddies (strong weak-
ening tendency). The other contributions are small and
positive in most experiments. The increase in tropical
energy export by eddies (Fig. 3) is a consistent response
to a positive net feedback in the tropics. In previous
work, the main compensation occurred instead between
atmospheric eddies and ocean heat uptake (Feldl and
Bordoni 2016). Here, in the absence of ocean dynamics,
that relationship is precluded.
Evaluating the response of the tropical circulation
demonstrates the remote impact of coupled climate
feedbacks. Given our four experiments are differenti-
ated only by their sea ice albedo formulation, a null
hypothesis would have been that the experiments differ
only in their surface albedo feedbacks and consequently
that the 2.6%K21 spread in circulation change due to
the net feedback may be accounted for by the spread in
circulation change due to the surface albedo feedback
alone. However, in Fig. 5b we see that is not at all the
case. The combined temperature and water vapor
feedback collapses to a neutral tendency that reduces
the spread by 1.3%K21. The surface albedo feedback
is a weakening tendency on the tropical circulation,
consistent with the equatorward anomalous energy flux
evidenced in Fig. 3. Notably, the spread in the surface
albedo feedback contribution is only 1.2%K21 and in-
sufficient to explain the total range of circulation re-
sponse. The remaining 2.7%K21 is made up by the
cloud feedback, a strengthening tendency of 0.8%–
3.6%K21. In other words, the spread—or uncertainty—
in surface albedo produces changes in polar clouds that
are additive with respect to the uncertainty in the trop-
ical circulation response.
Nonlinear processes account for 4.0Wm22 of the
global energy balance in the high-albedo experiment.
As a result, the effective climate sensitivity from the sum
of the feedbacks underestimates actual global-mean
surface warming by about 4K (8.3 compared to
12.4K). Largest nonlinearities are found in the ai 5 0.5
experiment. Since we use aquaplanet radiative kernels
derived from the same reference climate state as the
climate change simulations, the nonlinearity does not
stem from a kernel-simulation mismatch. Rather, we
attribute the high-latitude nonlinear term to interactions
between feedbacks, discussed in more detail below, as
well as to processes that are nonlinear functions of sur-
face temperature. An additional peak in the tropics is
associated with the limitations of the kernel technique
and specifically results in an underestimate of the com-
bined temperature and water vapor feedback. The
nonlinearity is 1.0Wm22 for ai 5 0.3, which in addition
to not having an appreciable surface albedo feedback
also exhibits the least warming.
b. Polar clouds and sea ice albedo
A documented relationship exists between clouds and
sea ice, but themechanisms involved remain ambiguous.
In an intermodel comparison, Huybers (2010) reports a
FIG. 4. (a) Annual-mean mass flux in the 1 3 CO2 (solid lines)
and 43 CO2 (dashed lines) climates. Mass flux is calculated as the
signed maximum magnitude of the meridional mass stream-
function. (b) Annual-mean energy flux by the mean meridional
circulation (solid lines) and transient eddies (dotted lines) in the
1 3 CO2 climate. Because of the absence of zonal asymmetries,
stationary eddies do not occur in the aquaplanet. Simulations are
color coded as in the legend of Fig. 1.
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negative covariance between surface albedo and cloud
feedback, though the cloud feedback is estimated as a
residual and may be biased. Mauritsen et al. (2013)
similarly find that cloud and water vapor changes
dampen the effect of the surface albedo feedback. One
interpretation of these previous studies is that increased
cloud fraction masks surface albedo changes, such that
the positive surface albedo feedback is weakened rela-
tive to clear-sky conditions. One might then anticipate
the opposite relationship (i.e., a positive covariance) to
develop if the clouds are instead reduced, unmasking
surface albedo changes.
Our rationale for focusing our attention on the
shortwave radiative component of the cloud feedback is
threefold. First, the shortwave cloud feedback domi-
nates the net cloud feedback at high latitudes (Fig. 2).
From Fig. 5, we saw that both the shortwave and long-
wave radiative cloud feedbacks strengthen the tropical
circulation and contribute to its spread, but they do so
for different reasons: the longwave cloud feedback is a
strengthening tendency because it is strongly positive in
the subtropics, and the shortwave cloud feedback be-
cause it is strongly negative in the extratropics. This
latitudinal dependence is related to the seasonal cycle of
solar radiation, which produces a maximum in the
magnitude of the shortwave cloud feedback in sum-
mertime, decreasing to zero for polar night. The long-
wave cloud feedback in polar regions is a small,
compensating effect, insensitive to seasonality.
Second, under a quadrupling of CO2, we find that
polar boundary layer clouds decrease strongly in the
high-albedo experiments (Fig. 6). Climatologically in
this region, the surface is cold and the atmosphere is
stable. Low cloud fraction is large (black lines). By
contrast, the low-albedo simulations are relatively
warm, lack atmospheric temperature inversions, and
have much weaker cloud decks in the initial mean state.
The decrease in low clouds, which becomes more pro-
nounced from the low- to high-albedo experiments, is a
positive shortwave cloud radiative effect. Enhanced
liquid water path in all four experiments ensures an
overall negative shortwave cloud feedback, consistent
with Ceppi et al. (2016).
The lower-tropospheric stability, estimated as the
difference in potential temperature between 700hPa
and the surface, further elucidates the cloud response
FIG. 5. (a) Changes in circulation strength implied by net feedback (fdbk), radiative forcing (forc), gross moist stability (gms), transient
atmospheric eddies (eddy), and ocean heat uptake (ohu) averaged between 158 and 258 latitude in both hemispheres. The total change
(tot) is in the leftmost column and the portion of the net feedback due to nonlinearities (nonl) in the rightmost column. The nonlinear
contribution is estimated as the residual between the anomalous TOA radiative flux and the sum of feedbacks and forcing,
F21HC
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. Each experiment is normalized by its global-mean surface temperature change (%K21). CMIP5 results (in
gray) are updated from Feldl and Bordoni (2016) to include seasonal variability in the tropical mean circulation and to separate linear
from nonlinear feedback contributions. (b) As in (a), but for individual climate feedbacks: temperature (T), water vapor (WV), combined
temperature and water vapor (T1WV), surface albedo (A), net cloud (C), and the longwave (LW C) and shortwave (SW C) radiative
components of the cloud feedback.
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(Fig. 7). As previously mentioned, the mean 4 3 CO2
climate is identical among simulations (dashed lines).
The low-albedo experiments start from a weakly stable
atmosphere that increases in stability to reach equilib-
rium. The high-albedo experiments start from a strongly
stable atmosphere that decreases in stability to reach the
final state. That decrease in stability is marked by a
strong cloud response as the capping inversion at the top
of the boundary layer is eroded. The correlation be-
tween cloud fraction and lower-tropospheric stability
is consistent with common cloud parameterizations
(Rasch and Kristjánsson 1998; Slingo 1987). For refer-
ence, AM2.1 uses the cloud and convective parameter-
izations of Tiedtke (1993) and Moorthi and Suarez
(1992), respectively.
Third, a physical basis exists for the connection
between sea ice and polar clouds. The decrease in
planetary albedo associated with the cloud changes is
analogous to, and acts in concert with, the decrease in
surface albedo due to sea ice retreat. In both cases,
the resulting increase in absorbed shortwave radia-
tion warms the boundary layer, contributing to the
characteristic bottom-heavy polar warming profile. In
both cases, where clouds and sea ice are initially more
extensive, potential decreases may also be larger.
And in both cases, uncertainty in the magnitude of the
response contributes to the total uncertainty in at-
mospheric heat transport. Critically, while the SW
cloud feedback is negative, the mechanisms described
above render it ‘‘less negative’’ in the high-albedo
experiment relative to the low-albedo experiment.
Polar cloud and sea ice changes thus amplify the energy
imbalance at high latitudes, requiring less poleward
heat transport under enhanced CO2. In the high-
albedo experiments, that decrease is accomplished by
decreases in energy flux by both transient eddies and
the mean meridional circulation. In the low-albedo
experiments, the weakening of the Hadley cell alone
is sufficient.
4. Summary and discussion
Feedbacks do not act in isolation. When we turn a
positive feedback off, the net feedback becomes more
negative than can be accounted for based on the strength
of the missing feedback alone. In the experiments pre-
sented herein, the effect of manipulating the surface
albedo feedback is investigated. By restricting the for-
mation of sea ice—in actuality a simple ocean albedo
dependence on surface temperature—we simulate the
FIG. 6. Annual-mean, zonal-mean change in cloud fraction (shading) and 1 3 CO2 climatology (contour interval is 0.1) for the four
aquaplanet experiments.
FIG. 7. Annual-mean, zonal-mean lower-tropospheric stability
calculated as the difference in potential temperature between
700 hPa and the surface in the 1 3 CO2 (solid lines) and 4 3 CO2
(dashed lines) climates. Simulations are color coded as in the leg-
end of Fig. 1.
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transition from perennial or seasonal ice to ice-free
conditions. For a warm initial mean state, the charac-
teristic bottom-heavy structure of Arctic warming is
inhibited, and boundary layer clouds show slight in-
creases rather than the strong decreases that occur when
the lower troposphere is destabilized. Importantly,
while the coupled climate feedbacks explored are ex-
tratropical in nature, the impacts are global. The net
feedback has a stronger meridional gradient in the low-
albedo experiment, which reinforces the existing pole-
to-equator temperature gradient and promotes an
anomalous poleward flux of energy. The high-albedo
experiment (ai 5 0.5) behaves in the opposite manner.
The strong surface albedo feedback provokes an
anomalous divergence of heat flux from the sea ice
margin, the signature of which is a decrease in energy
flux by extratropical eddies as well as by the tropical
Hadley cell. In the tropics, particularly in the low-albedo
experiment (ai 5 0.3), increased energy export by
eddies, which would otherwise be accommodated by the
Hadley cell, reduces the spread among the experiments
while the coupled high-latitude feedbacks increase it.
Taken as a whole, the range in tropical circulation re-
sponses can thus be understood in terms of the spatial
pattern of coupled climate feedbacks.
An important result from the analysis is added in-
sight into the interactive nature of surface albedo and
cloud feedbacks. Temperature and water vapor feed-
backs are affected as well, though to a lesser degree. In
particular, we find that the lapse rate feedback is
positive in the high-albedo experiments, contributing
to the evident polar amplification as other studies
have also shown (Feldl and Roe 2013b; Graversen
et al. 2014; Pithan and Mauritsen 2014), and neutral–
negative in the low-albedo experiments. The sign
change of the lapse rate feedback is consistent with
work by Cronin and Jansen (2016), in which the lapse
rate feedback was found to be positive in the presence
of surface forcing and negative in the presence of
warming by atmospheric heat transport. In our case,
boundary layer warming is provided by the surface
albedo feedback; in the absence of a strong albedo
feedback, the polar warming structure is instead
dominated by meridional transport. Ongoing research
is aimed at uncovering the mechanisms responsible for
the varying amounts of polar amplification in the
aquaplanet experiments.
Previous work has demonstrated that polar amplifi-
cation persists (albeit in a reduced form) even in the
absence of a surface albedo feedback (Alexeev et al.
2005; Roe et al. 2015). In contrast, here we show that
warming in the low-albedo experiment is relatively
uniform, withmaxima at the equator and poles (Fig. 1b).
It is tempting to declare the discrepancy a consequence
of the inclusion of a seasonal cycle in the present study;
however, the feedback structures and mean climates are
different enough to render a direct comparison chal-
lenging. Regardless, the combination of an extreme
feedback gradient and uniformwarming pattern in Fig. 1
is evidence of an atmosphere highly effective at redis-
tributing heat between latitudes. If this were not the
case, the dominant response would be one of tropical
amplification (i.e., greatest warming where feedbacks
are most positive).
The inclusion of a seasonal cycle also affects the ra-
diative forcing estimate (Fig. 8). Merlis (2015, 2016) has
shown that time-independent and seasonally varying
radiative forcing can have different impacts on the
annual-mean circulation response. Here we estimate the
CO2 radiative forcing as the ensemble-mean, zonal-
mean, symmetrized, and 6-month-lagged forcing from
the CMIP5 sstClim4xCO2 minus sstClim experiments.
This fixed-SST forcing includes seasonality, which re-
sults in heat flux divergence from the equator. Were a
time-invariant forcing instead used, a localized region of
convergence due to cloud masking would develop along
the equator. Since discussion of tropical circulation
within the present study focuses on the regions of
streamfunction extrema, this distinction between
time-invariant or seasonally varying forcing has little
effect. For instance, the partial circulation changes
due to radiative forcing are 0.2%–0.5%K21 for the
FIG. 8. Annual-mean, zonal-mean radiative forcing for 43 CO2.
Stratosphere-adjusted radiative forcing (dashed line) calculated as
2 3 Rf from the GFDL radiative transfer model based on the
perpetual equinox aquaplanet simulations of Feldl and Roe
(2013b). Fixed-SST radiative forcing (solid line) calculated from
the seasonally varying CMIP5 sstClim4xCO2 and sstClim experi-
ments. Symmetrized fixed-SST radiative forcing used in the present
study (dotted line); the global mean is 7.6Wm22. Note that in the
Northern Hemisphere, the two estimates of fixed-SST forcing are
identical by design. See Hansen et al. (2005) for more on forcing
definitions.
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time-invariant forcing, compared to 0.3%–0.8%K21
for seasonally varying forcing.
We have emphasized the coupling between high-
latitude cloud and surface albedo feedbacks. Resulting
differences in atmospheric heat transport are felt glob-
ally, including by the tropical circulation, which must in
turn mediate tropical clouds (Seo et al. 2014; Voigt and
Shaw 2015). At the edge of the tropics, the anomalous
poleward heat flux implied by the extratropical cloud
feedback is 0.1 and 0.04PWK21 in the low- and high-
albedo experiments, respectively (Fig. 3). The edge of
the tropics (i.e., 308 latitude) also exhibits differences in
low-latitude cloud feedbacks. Since the Hadley cell
widens by the same amount in all four albedo experi-
ments, these differences are not due to a differential
expansion of the subtropics. Rather, decreases in sub-
sidence are consistent with decreases in tropospheric
cloud fraction, and both changes are greatest in the high-
albedo experiments.
Interactions among climate feedbacks have been im-
plied based on documented nonlinearities. Here, we
demonstrate in a controlled modeling environment how
perturbing one feedback, surface albedo, affects the
other feedbacks and atmospheric heat transport. Al-
though nonlinear feedback interactions and feedbacks
that are nonlinear functions of temperature enter the
energy balance at the same order, we may be confident
that the former dominates here: 1) The increase in
longwave radiative emission with temperature, follow-
ing the Stefan–Boltzmann law, is a negative nonlinear
feedback, and our nonlinearity is positive. 2) The
structure of the nonlinearity reveals a peak at approxi-
mately 608 latitude in a region of active sea ice and at-
mospheric processes. We express the degree of coupling
between feedbacks in terms of uncertainty in circulation
response. For instance, variability in the surface albedo
feedback does indeed contribute to the weakening of the
Hadley cell; however, the impact is larger than would be
expected based on the magnitude of the albedo feed-
back alone. The implication is that the strength of a
feedback cannot be accurately quantified in isolation.
Hence, decompositions that emphasize the climate re-
sponse to individual feedbacks must account for the
energy balance residual, which captures the effect of the
nonlinear interactions among feedbacks.
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APPENDIX
Aquaplanet Radiative Kernels
To compute the aquaplanet radiative kernels, we use a
43 CO2 integration of GFDL AM2.1 in the aquaplanet
configuration described in section 2. Orbital eccentricity
FIG. A1. Annual-mean, zonal-mean radiative kernels for
the GFDL AM2.1 aquaplanet based on a 4 3 CO2 simulation
with daily mean solar zenith angle: (a) temperature kernel
[Wm22 K21 (100 hPa)21], (b) water vapor kernel for a specific
humidity perturbation corresponding to a 1-K temperature in-
crease and fixed relative humidity, (c) surface albedo kernel, and
(d) surface component of the temperature kernel.
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is set to 0, obliquity to 23.4398, and the solar zenith angle
to its daily mean value.While sea ice is permitted via the
ocean albedo dependence on surface temperature (ai5
0.5 for SST , 270K), the mean climate is too warm to
form ice, and hence the kernel is effectively ice free. The
4 3 CO2 climate is selected over the 1 3 CO2 climate
because it is identical among our four experiments. This
choice of kernel ensures that the feedback estimates are
centered on the same reference state for each experi-
ment and that the analysis is unbiased by kernel–
simulation mismatch.
Following Soden et al. (2008), a radiative flux cal-
culation is performed eight times daily for a 1-yr sim-
ulation. An offline version of the radiative transfer
code is then run 2N1 2 times, whereN is the number of
vertical levels (24). Temperature is perturbed by 1K in
each layer and specific humidity by an amount corre-
sponding to a 1-K warming, assuming constant relative
humidity. Surface temperature and surface albedo are
perturbed by 1K and 1%, respectively. All computa-
tions are made for clear skies (clouds instantaneously
set to zero) and all-sky conditions. After determining
the TOA radiative flux response to each perturbation,
we weight the resulting kernels relative to 100-hPa
thick layers. Figure A1 shows the zonal-mean, annual-
mean temperature, water vapor, and surface albedo
kernels for the aquaplanet.
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